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WHERE IN THE
WORLD IS THIS
RESEARCH?

Improving Discovery of
Literature through Geographic
Inference
Livia Olsen, Jeremy Kenyon, and Jason W. Karl*

INTRODUCTION
Searching scientific literature typically involves using keywords or controlled vocabularies, often without regards to the geographic location of where the research was done.
When geographic location is present, it is usually in the form of ad hoc descriptions or
a laboriously assigned controlled vocabulary. Many “georeferenced bibliographies” have
tried to improve on this by geolocating the study area described in the article or other
document type, but these are often unsustainable projects. They require extensive time
and labor and become quickly outdated. Georeferenced bibliography is a fairly recent
practice, and as such, traditional literature databases generally do not offer map-based
searching.
This paper highlights a project at two academic research libraries (University of Idaho
and Kansas State University) currently funded by the Institute for Museum and Libraries Services (IMLS) through a National Leadership Planning Grant. The project aims to
improve on the challenges of georeferenced bibliography by improving the JournalMap
database (http://www.journalmap.org) which is focused on environmental literature. The
team is also working with an international research organization’s subject-specific database (The Global Research Alliance on Agricultural Greenhouse Gases Croplands Research Group Croplands Research Database (CRDB)) as a prototype to demonstrate how
JournalMap might work with other systems. Our goals include improving JournalMap
to enable automating georeferencing, expanding the disciplinary focus beyond environmental literature, and creating a richer and more diverse application.
In this paper, we will explain the logic of geographic inference as it pertains to literature discovery, and parameterization in library-based searching. We will then describe
the project in greater detail and highlight ways that JournalMap may yield improvements
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to the process of literature discovery. We will also describe how we might facilitate engagement with external
systems, like CRDB, work with diverse forms of literature, and work with diverse forms of geometry and spatial
data.

LITERATURE DISCOVERY AND PARAMETERIZATION
In a landmark paper, Taylor (1968) speculated on a simple 4-stage model of information seeking behavior for
individuals using libraries and information systems when looking for information. Based on his experiences in
libraries, he highlighted the process a patron goes through from a first stage, a “visceral sense of doubt” about
knowing what they want to a fourth and final stage, a formalized query that an information system could receive
and process. Taylor described a process in which librarians and users together used ‘question-negotiation’ and
inference based on knowledge of their respective domains and systems to narrow down options to a specific query, which yielded a useful set of results. More recently, Lankes (2011) has returned to this theory, as ‘conversation theory’, i.e., the conversational process between the information-seeker and the people and systems around
them help to identify important limitations or characteristics to create an effective search for information. In
both cases, the authors land on a key element in information seeking—the need to understand the parameters
of relevance for formulating a query and identifying the best resources.
In what McNie (2007) refers to as “salience” in environmental information-seeking, individuals use their
broadest belief frame about what is relevant to their search to narrow down the range of potential results. Numerous studies have noted the difficulty that resource managers, students, policy makers, landowners, and scientists have in finding information that is salient to the context of their work (McNie 2007; Wallis 2011; Schmitt
and Butler 2012; Karl et al. 2013). Salience, in this case, means information that is not only topically relevant but
possesses spatial or temporal attributes aligned with the user’s information need (Karl et al. 2013). But knowledgeable patrons are often focused on finding the relevant environmental context, especially when traditional
geographic classifications, such as country, is less important than other attributes. A patron who is seeking information on soil erosion management techniques are very likely to be seeking soil erosion in specific environmental contexts, not on soil erosion generally. Otherwise, library patrons would only require the use of textbooks
and reference materials! Instead, environmental information seekers look for information that possess a sense of
administrative, spatial, temporal, and contextual relevance to their search.
But how does one identify such parameters? Locally-generated research would be difficult to find without
well-developed social networks or a priori knowledge (see Zimmerman 2007). To use our example above, discovery of relevant information from other regions with similar soils and climate (e.g., Namibia and southern
New Mexico) would be near impossible without incredibly broad subject knowledge. Traditionally, one option
is to talk with a subject expert, librarian, or use a similar help service in which someone can guide the individual
through the options necessary to parameterize a search and identify the most likely or probable resources. A
second option is that they may lean on a system like a catalog—replete with subject headings and geographic
classifications - to help narrow their search. Third, they may hope for a text-based search in which the keywords
entered are matched to resources that echo those keywords. But in most cases, the recall on the search is poor,
and the individual will need to work through a large number of irrelevant results manually.

THE ‘WHERE’ OF RESEARCH
Part of the reason for poor recall is our bibliographic search tools. Due to innovations like open access publishing and web-scale discovery, scholarly literature is easier to find than in the past. Despite these innovations,
there has still not been much focus on the ‘where’ of research. Ignorance of the ‘where’ prevents efficient searching based on research location, or on location-related attributes including environmental, climatic, social, and
economic features (Karl et al. 2013). Yet much of the scholarly literature is either location-based, its applicability
dependent on spatial context, or the results (or even the questions asked) influenced by the place and time in
which it was conducted (Livingstone 2003). Thus, the lack of usable location information from literature and the
corresponding lack of location-based literature search tools limits knowledge discovery.
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Geographic inference—the ability to infer or deduct information based on the location of an object—is critical to enabling location-based search. Through identifying a point on a map, one enables the logical deduction
of related attributes, such as average annual precipitation or average number of growing days. To identify these
attributes, a map point must be interested with spatial data that classifies land area with those data points. In doing so, one can infer that an article not only took place in a location, but that the conditions of the study fit the
real-world environmental conditions of that location, unless it said otherwise. But inference of this type requires
proper geolocation in the first place.
Yet when research location has been used, most tools rely on geographic place names. This approach, however, is flawed because there are no publication standards for reporting place names. For example, Karl (2018)
described a Web of Science search of ecological literature for studies with “Chihuahuan Desert” in the abstract
and associated metadata. Of the more than 800 articles returned by this search, only one third of them actually
occurred within the Chihuahuan Desert, due largely to the presence of irrelevant place names in articles (see
Karl 2018). Additionally, many more studies occur within this region but used different names to describe their
study areas and were missed in the Web of Science search.
Offering searchable maps of literature based on location or geographic names is a step in the right direction,
but most of the available products, like USGS Science Base, Earthworks, Pangaea, DataOne, or GeoRef, do not
provide for identifying literature from contextually-similar but geographically-separated regions (such as the
Namibia/New Mexico example above). Of the sites offering geographic searching for literature, only JournalMap
(but with limited spatial attributes; Karl et al. 2013) and the GLOBE project (focused solely on land-use change
studies; Schmill et al. 2014) provide functionality for searching based on location similarity. Enabling similaritybased searching is possible through inclusion of additional and readily available environmental (e.g., elevation,
biome), social/political (population, political regime), or economic (e.g., GDP) spatial layers.
The value of georeferenced literature databases has been established in many fields including ecology and
conservation (Page 2011, Martin et al. 2012), land management (Wallis et al. 2011, Karl et al. 2013), environmental science (Schmill et al. 2014), library sciences (Johnson et al. 2009, McKee 2019), and infectious disease
(Hendrickx et al. 2010). However, in most cases, assembly of these databases is a laborious process of manually
geotagging articles and ultimately these efforts are typically not sustainable beyond their original research objectives. Additionally, until a very large number of articles are georeferenced, the potential for geographic-based
literature searching is very limited. JournalMap’s automated approach to identifying and extracting geographic
coordinates from articles (Karl 2018) is an important step toward scaling up geographic-based searching, but
articles with coordinates account for only about half of papers published in ecology journals (and less for other
knowledge domains; Karl et al. 2018). Thus, in order to sustainably scale-up the concept of geographic literature
searching, more robust, automated georeferencing approaches need to be developed and implemented.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The JournalMap 2.0 project is focused on taking the existing JournalMap system and re-designing it to be more
flexible, extensible, and to shift its focus from primarily an application to a service. Second, our project aims to
advance bibliographic georeferencing by beginning the development of an automated geolocating approach to
extract locations from text rather than relying on metadata which can be inaccurate or even misleading. We are
investigating the of use machine learning and natural language processing techniques to refine the selection of
extant place names to enhance accuracy. Third, the project includes a prototype user interface that will demonstrate integration with externally-provided literature collections. To do this, the CRDB will provide the pilot
case.
The CRDB database is curated for an international agricultural research organization of 60+ countries
(Global Research Alliance on Agricultural Greenhouse Gases Croplands Research Group (GRA)). This database
is an appealing example for several reasons. First, it is a simple bibliographic resource that enables traditional
searching on document metadata and has little additional metadata. The curators of the system add three areas
of classification—the crop or cropping system described in an article, the climate type which is based on the updated Köppen-Geiger climate classification system (Peel et al. 2007), and the country that the article represents.
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Second, CRDB is representative of other types of locally developed bibliographic tools that exist throughout the
academic library space. The opportunity space represented by CRDB and JournalMap is to create a pipeline in
which CRDB can submit its articles, see them georeferenced and indexed, and then retrieve them with the additional attributes assigned. Ideally, we can design a bridge that removes the need for much manual classification.
Third, CRDB serves a diverse organization, one that includes countries on six continents. This project offers an
opportunity to enable discovery that ignores the north/south divide through the use of environmental layers to
increase discoverability of research in different parts of the world with the same climate classification, soil type,
etc.
Good platforms for literature discovery cost time, labor, and expertise that often is only available through
expensive discovery tools or academic literature databases. This project is entirely open-source and aims to
make its bibliographic catalog of georeferenced literature openly available without restriction through an API as
well as custom-built plugin-ins for some existing systems used in libraries. Our belief is that innovations in allowing a user to find papers based on their inferred context - e.g., a search for papers on domestic violence where
one can limit to locations based on a map of population density or income levels - should be available to all users and libraries. Our project aims to do so. While the focus of this project is agricultural science, geographic
searching of the literature provides benefits for disciplines beyond the sciences and the project team is seeking
collaborators to expand this work to other subject areas.

CORE IMPROVEMENTS TO JOURNALMAP
One of the limitations of JournalMap was that it was written in Ruby-on-Rails, a web framework that has seen
declining use and is not optimal for advanced applications like machine learning (Gonzales 2019; Mista 2019).
Developers at the partner institutions for this project found it difficult to work with relative to applications built
in Python. Part of our project is re-implementing the application in Python rather than Ruby. One of the likely
opportunities of this shift is a greater number of developers can participate in this open source project, and a
greater diversity of Python libraries will be integrated into JournalMap, bringing feature richness, especially in
terms of geoprocessing. The application is specifically being implemented as Django application, with an Angular Javascript frontend and a MySQL backend. Following such a standardized approach to web applications,
the compatibility of the application with systems and browsers should see improvement and future changes will
become much more efficient to implement.

A Bidirectional Application Programming Interface
Currently, JournalMap possesses an application programming interface (API) for retrieving content from the
JournalMap database. The API enables JournalMap to exist in two forms: 1) as a service for retrieving geolocated
literature and its attributes, and 2) as a web application with a map-based user interface. Through the API service, other developers can use the system to retrieve, analyze, plot, or otherwise use data for whatever purpose
they seek. However, the limitation of JournalMap’s API is that it is one way. One can only retrieve data from the
system; one cannot send items to be indexed or published.
One of the most important reasons for the collaboration of JournalMap and the CRDB is to model the process by which a group like CRDB can send its literature collection to JournalMap, be geolocated and attributes
assigned, and then pull that set of resources into their own external system. In doing so, the CRDB collection will
persist in two locations. CRDB will possess a fully “geoindexed” set of resources, and JournalMap’s core database
will see more additions to its central catalog. This will make it easy for other organizations to improve and add
richness to their own systems.
The API is designed to retrieve content on a number of features, including DOI number, article title, author, and standard article metadata, as well as latitude or longitude coordinates, or attributes of a location.
Such locations are by default: elevation, growing degree days, precipitation, slope, aridity index, biome, country,
landcover, soil depth, state, and topsoil texture (The Other Firm 2017). Data retrieval will continue in much the
same way, and in the short term, using the same set of attributes and metadata. However, one of the big changes
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will be a more robust use of the notion of “collections” of content. The integration with the CRDB demands a
mechanism which enables CRDB to bundle the literature they submit as a discrete collection of resources, to
distinguish it from the other resources in the system. To do this, we plan to assign providers of content the role
of “provider” and to allow providers to bulk submit “collections” of material. This will facilitate a robust delivery/
retrieval system over the API that recognizes the unique collection, as a collection. Further, recognizing collections opens up the possibility of creating unique ‘views’ of the database, based on the collection itself. With this
option, JournalMap can not only make available data pertaining to a collection to be used elsewhere, but also
make available the collection through a customized version of the user interface, filtered by the collection. Providers who do not have the capacity or interest in creating their own application with their geolocated data can
use JournalMap but in a customized fashion.

Diverse Geometries
Currently in JournalMap, resources are indicated by a point on a map. The reason for this is primarily efficiency.
In the initial development of the application, using points (defined by latitude and longitude coordinates) was
the easiest way to assign a location, but also to make the back-end processing for the database efficient. Simple
intersect operations allowed the point in question to be compared to a geospatial data layer with the values from
the layers assigned to the article by virtue of intersection. Storing those points and attributes were relatively
easy to incorporate in series of database tables. More complex geometries—non-standard polygons, lines, or
multiple unconnected polygons—create a more complex modeling in the database and require more logic to
use effectively. The cost of privileging points over more complex objects is clear. While sometimes points are
very useful, at other times it would be more relevant and useful to have a shape or a line to indicate the location
where research happens. Some research cannot be easily reduced to a single point, or represents multiple points.
In those cases, the point-based approach becomes misleading, as the research site or location is not necessarily
accurately represented.
To enable the system to move beyond point locations, we plan to represent all geometries as GeoJSON objects. GeoJSON is a flexible standard that allows geometries that are not best represented by a point. Polygons of
any shape could be used (Butler et al. 2016). This is particularly useful if the research is about a place like a river,
watershed, or other irregularly shaped area. While the specifics of how best to represent this is currently under
discussion, using GeoJSON will enable a greater diversity of geometries to be used in JournalMap and for the
database to more accurately represent the attributes of a given location. We acknowledge the challenge of locational uncertainty and more importantly, of attribute uncertainty, but we expect that a comfortable compromise
between accuracy and representation is possible to enable the discovery process.
With the complexities of accurate geometry in mind, the issue of scale has also come up. We are planning
to facilitate the representation of resources at different spatial scales. For example, one resource may specifically
list a set of coordinates representing their study area. Another resource might only list a country as the “area of
study”. To enable both to co-exist in the same database, we plan to add a scale attribute to each resource to act as
a shortcut to select the best form of representation. We are currently examining options regarding how best to
represent scaling differences visually when multiple scales are present on the same map.

Automation of Geolocation
As discussed earlier, one of our biggest challenges is accurately locating resources on a map. Some journal articles
now contain geographic coordinates in their metadata which simplifies finding where to place the article on a
map if all that is needed is a point. This makes locating an article that takes place at single or multiple distinct
locations easy but does not address the problem of the research taking place over a larger area. Many articles do
not have geographic coordinates in their metadata making placing the article very challenging indeed. Articles
often contain place names but these can be misleading because irrelevant place names are frequent in articles. For
example, while an article may be a study of several sites in California’s Mediterranean climatic regions, the same
article might reference studies in other similar contexts in Europe, Southern Africa, or Australia. Place names can
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also appear in author metadata, in species names, or as a location name that is duplicated in many geographic
locations. A classic case of species name is Artemisia tridentata wyomingensis, or Big Wyoming Sagebrush.
Currently, there are numerous approaches to named entity recognition in natural language processing. The
library community has also embraced this technology for doing something similar to what we are pursuing
(Harper & Gorham 2020). However, few have approached the problem we have: of ignoring the irrelevant names
and selecting on those that are relevant to accurately represent the site of project’s study. To deal with the problem of irrelevant place names, the team is working with a Computer Science student capstone group over the
next year to develop a series of approaches using geoparsers (algorithms that identify geographic terms in text),
natural language processers, and binary supervised classification to sort out the problem of irrelevant place
names using geographic inference.

Diverse Document Types
Traditionally, another limiting feature of JournalMap is the concentration on journal articles. It is, after all, called
JournalMap. Many databases, including the CRDB, include other types of content like books, book chapters,
grey literature, and more. This is an obvious oversight and prevents us from deploying a more flexible and widely
useful system. Yet library metadata is often ironically inadequate in representing a diversity of information objects. For example, Dublin Core specifically abstracts the details of a publication in order to become so flexible
that it can nearly represent everything. However, this flexibility comes at a cost—namely, the capacity to query
and retrieve specific bibliographic information. To get around this problem, our team is settling on Citation Style
Language, or CSL, mostly commonly known as the standard used within the Zotero reference management system (Zelle 2021). CSL has proven to be flexible enough to represent a wide range of digital information objects,
is serialized in formats like JSON, and is easy to parse. We can also store citation information as a CSL JSON
object within our database and accommodate a list of resources that are sometimes diverse and complete in their
metadata without having to restructure the database. JournalMap, perhaps curiously, might have to be renamed.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We would be remiss in not describing the important opportunity to affect the North/South discrepancy in literature discovery. While not the primary goal of this project, the work we are doing has potential to help mitigate the divide in the scholarly literature through surfacing literature through the JournalMap’s filters in a way
that is not possible with keyword searching. The filters in JournalMap can help researchers on either side of the
north/south divide find literature in other parts of the world that is relevant to their environmental context. By
doing so, JournalMap has the potential to equalize the literature by prioritizing non-traditional environmental
attributes, and allowing the knowledge produced by those not in the Global North to be represented. The one
means to ensure this is the case will be to index widely across document literature. But if the project’s goals can
be realized, and an automated geolocation process, coupled with a diversity of document types and sources, is
used, then equalizing the literature in its presentation to users would be an outcome of this project.
The JournalMap project is at a beginning, not an end. We are in the process of completing the current award
and plan to pursue other funding opportunities in the near future. The promise of geographic inference to enable context-sensitive literature discovery is rich and viable. The question-negotiation process first envisioned by
Taylor can be strengthened if librarians and their systems have the capacity to utilize the knowledge produced by
scientists, who in turn, embed that knowledge in geospatial data. Bringing those tools together makes information seeking more precise, more intuitive, and can lead to better recall and better discovery.
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